VIRTUAL SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

in partnership with

Sponsorships in the age of COVID-19
The reality is that attention spans are at an all-time low
and Zoom fatigue is real. So what can we do to...

IMPACT: What experiences can be recreated
virtually to grab attention and make a
personal impact?

CONNECT: What can we do to create an

atmosphere of connection and learning
despite being separated by a screen?

ENGAGE: How can we engage your

audience so that they stay motivated and
excited about the content you are sharing?

Pre or post direct mailers
Whether your partners want to sponsor a “Health & Wellness”
session or the official “After Party,” we can help you create the
perfect pre or post-event, direct mailer.
Sending registrants a sponsored accessory that they can wear or
use during a themed happy hour or networking session is a great
way for your sponsors to connect and engage with attendees in
real time. We will work with you to design uplifting, eyecatching and unique gifts that will grab attention and make a
personal impact. See next page for examples...

Direct mailer examples

‘IN THIS TOGETHER’ CARE KIT
Featuring an In This Together mug, Par Avion’s
ginger turmeric “rescue” tea for relief + recovery with stainless steel tea infuser, a luxury
leather wrapped candle, branded matches,
and a 100% silk sleep mask.

‘HAPPY HOUR’ NETWORKING KIT
Featuring custom branded cocktail glasses,
two leather coasters and three cocktail kits
to create your drink of choice: old fashioned,
margarita or moscow mule.

‘WORK FROM HOME’ PRODUCTIVITY KIT
Featuring a custom design coffee mug, luxe
leather journal, executive pen, ear pods in a
branded charging case, and blue light glasses.

‘FITNESS FIX’ KIT
Featuring a branded fitness mat, cooling towel,
ear pods in a leather carrying case that
doubles as a key fob, a 20 oz. stainless steel
tumbler and R.E.D.D. energy bars.

Daily“room drops”
Spotlight your sponsors while engaging guests with this
virtual take on daily room drops.
Each day’s surprise will be curated with useful, sponsor
branded swag designed to fit your day’s topic and
discussion. Creative touch points are key here to truly
stand out and to produce a real, engaged connection.

QR coded gifts with sponsor placement
QR coded gift items are a creative way to engage guests with sponsored
content. Prompt attendees to scan the code during breaks to view short
video ads designed by your partners. To encourage engagement,
sponsors can provide attendees with a discount code revealed in the
video ad.
The key to creating the most impact and connection will be gifting
something that people will actually use and feel grateful for receiving no meaningless trinkets. We will work with you and your sponsors to create the perfect gift!

Sponsored virtual gifting suite
Sponsored virtual gifting suites allows you to continue to
show your appreciation when meeting in person may
simply not be an option.
We will work with you to create a fully custom landing page
where recipients can easily “shop” their favorite gifts and
check out using a unique gift card code. We offer custom
packaging and can include inserts, personalized note cards
or anything else to make each sponsor stand out and each
recipient feel connected and appreciated.
Gifts are drop shipped making this easy
and “hands-free”for you!

Sponsored virtual monogram shop
We’re taking our most popular on-site activation online! Through this
appointment-based experience, each guest will enter our virtual monogram gift
shop where they will get to choose from a pre-set collection of gift items.
Our monogramming experts will emboss initials, names, or symbols to each
sponsor branded product, engaging your recipients in one of the most unique
experiences. We can also create custom icons or emojis based on the theme of
your meeting or event. Guests can choose from a variety of colored foils, giving
their leather gift a personalized design right before their eyes.
Our “shop” can be fully customized to tie
in your event sponsors, themes and colors
for a fully immersive experience.

Sponsored bespoke bag experience
Each guest will be pre-shipped a co-branded, “Bespoke Bag In A Box” with everything they need to start designing their
custom leather accessory. This will include a ring of leather swatches, a catalogue of curated gifts to choose from and
instructions on how to design and order their bag.
Recipients of this experience can submit their custom designs
using an easy online submission form or they can sign up for
a 15-30 minute appointment to work directly with a Mel Boteri
design consultant who will walk them through the process and
help them design their perfect leather accessory.
To ensure engagement, Mel Boteri’s collection will be curated
exclusively for your target audience, and can include a proper
mix of male and female-oriented products.
Fully custom gifts are drop shipped approximately 6
weeks post event and will include co-branded
packaging to extend the brand exposure for you
sponsors!

Sponsored custom candle experience
Our luxe, leather wrapped candles are a gift attendees will actually
want to use, giving your partners exposure well beyond the event
itself. For this sponsorship, each guest will be pre-shipped a
sponsor branded “Custom Candle Kit” with everything they need to
create their custom, leather wrapped candle. This will include a ring
of leather swatches, tea light fragrance samples and instructions on
how to design and order their candle.
Recipients of this experience can easily submit their
custom candle order online on a sponsor branded landing page.
To ensure engagement, Mel Boteri’s candle collection will be
curated exclusively for your target audience, and can include a
proper mix of male and female-oriented scents and leather wraps.
Fully custom gifts are drop shipped approximately
2-4 weeks post event and will include sponsor
branded packaging and collateral!

And the list goes on...
As our world of meetings, events and incentive trips continue to evolve, we are here as a resource to help you stay ahead.
Here are some additional ideas from our team, but we’d love to help execute your ideas as well!
* Sponsored raffle items where attendees must be live on the call to
win. For example: a bespoke bag experience for you and a friend.
* Pair sponsor branded swag with a social media competition.
Attendees share a photo of themselves wearing/using the product in
exchange for an entry to a giveaway. Gives additional exposure to your
sponsors.
* Real-world example from Event Manager blog: “The event’s sponsor,
an association of regional automobile dealers, got its logo on a“hang
tag”that was put on a wine bottle sent to every attendee, which invited
the attendee to bring that tag to the closest dealer for a test drive. In return, the virtual attendee would then be entered
into a drawing for four tickets to the actual face-to-face festival, which had been rescheduled.”

ThankYou,
Questions?

